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Context
• MATH 305: Geometry 

• Upper division math course exploring 
connections between classical and 
modern geometries. Emphasis on 
axiomatics and mathematical proof. 

• Small class organized around the text 
Perspective and Projective Geometry. 

• Before COVID-19 closure, class time 
was about 75% small group work. 

• After closure, I needed to figure out 
how to translate this discovery based 
learning course online.



Discovery Based Learning
• Not “I, We, You” but “You, Y'all, We”. 

• Emphasizes methodology. 

• Focus is on problems as a path to 
learning content, vs. problems as a 
path to solidifying content. 

• This was my first time teaching this 
way whole hog.  

• Course emphasized connections 
between geometry and perspective in 
art and vision.



The Book





Transition Objectives

• Continuity of  experience 

• Sense of  connection 

• Maintain or reduce workload on students



How I Moved Online

• Zoom: Breakout groups 

• Gradescope: “Online Assignment” for worksheets 

• You can try a sample by enrolling at www.gradescope.com 
using the course entry code 93NP8J. 

• Gradescope: All assessments submitted online.

http://www.gradescope.com


What It Looks Like







Practices Before
• (YOU, Y’ALL) I monitored group discussions, gave 

hints, and corrected confusions. Sometimes as a class, 
sometimes just with groups. 

• (YOU, Y’ALL) Students were expected to take notes 
in their texts capturing their discoveries. 

• (WE) Students were asked to present and discuss 
selected problems at the board. I gave feedback on 
presentation style. 

• (WE) Summary sheet.



Practices After
• (YOU, Y’ALL) Students worked in groups in Zoom, I 

moved back and forth monitoring discussion and 
checking answers. 

• (YOU, Y’ALL) Students were now much more careful 
about writing answers collaboratively, and would 
debate wording. Complete sentences used. 

• (WE) Summary sheet. 

• (WE) End of  class discussion mostly gone. Instead, I 
graded every problem students worked.



Observations

• Students were less likely to gloss over the details when 
working on the online versions of  the worksheets. 

• Summary sheet was less important (and less successful) 
since students had the shared notes of  their group’s 
more careful answers. 

• Progress was usually faster but felt slower to students. 

• Students missed being able to get ideas from 
overhearing conversations.



Observations

• Students caught more of  their own mistakes. 
Discussions richer. 

• Group submissions encouraged better collaboration and 
made grading quick. Grading scheme was granular but 
simple. Feedback was detailed (but rarely needed). 

• In both of  my classes I maintained synchronous classes. 
Student feedback for this choice was almost uniformly 
positive, often effusively so.



Conclusions

• Print worksheets constrain students’ responses. Online 
are more flexible. 

• I’m planning to use Gradescope Online Assignments 
for group activities in more classes in future, not just 
synchronous distance delivery. 

• Designing good discovery learning activities is hard, 
error prone work. If  building my own from scratch I’d 
want an in-person class the first time.


